
 

 

April 10 2019 

Communiqué 

 

march 2011 

creation of the SAS (simplified joint-stock company) HBM Distribution - Commercial Register 

number: 530943141 - whose purpose is to fight against mosquitoes and includes 3 activities: 

 

● distribution of the HBM Anti-Mosquitoes range in Garden Centers networks and DIY stores,  

● e-commerce with the BtoC specialized sales and information portal under the brand 

MoustiqueSolutions,  

● creation of BioBelt Anti-Mosquitoes, a patented protection system, associated with a contract 

service. 

 

2011 / 2018 

the company quickly establishes itself on the French market in its 3 business segments, combining 

innovation, efficiency and safety for people and the environment; In order to support strong 

growth and international demand for its proprietary BioBelt Anti-Mosquitoes system, the company 

chooses by the end of 2017 to initiate talks with several market players interested in its 

distribution business. 

 

january 2019 

Eléphant Vert / Or Brun Group takes over the distribution business of HBM and the HBM 

Anti-Mosquitoes brands, HBM Anti-Pests, hbmdistribution.com, as part of a "Partial" transfer of the 

company business assets, which is now focused on the production of new products and 

Anti-Mosquitoes solutions, e-commerce and service,... 

 

    

 

april 2019 

the same company with a new corporate name: birth of "DIPTERATECH", which becomes the new 

name of the company 

 

DIPTERATECH  

SAME coordinates, SAME address, SAME phone numbers, SAME registration numbers in the RC / 

Trade Register - RC 530943141 -, SAME intra-community VAT number, SAME production teams 

and services, ...  

 

DIPTERATECH  

NEW name of the company, NEW domain name - dipteratech.com which replaces 

hbmdistribution.com - and therefore NEW email addresses - eg. contact@dipteratech.com which 

replaces contact@hbmdistribution.com, but of course the old email addresses will be automatically 

transferred until the end of 2019. 

 

DIPTERATECH - 69 Avenue de Grasse 06800 - Cagnes-sur-Mer - France 

tel +33 4 93 58 23 63 - fax +33 4 93 58 09 19  

contact@dipteratech.com - www.dipteratech.com - www.biobelt.com - www.moustiquesolutions.com  

S.a.s. au capital de 158000 € - RCS Antibes 530943141 - TVA FR01 530943141  

Logistique Dépôts Ateliers : 8 chemin Collet des Grailles 06800 - Cagnes-sur-Mer - France 


